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I am Sara Peters, fashion graduate from 
AMD Düsseldorf. During my previous uni 
projects I discovered that I love creating con-
cepts around my work. Design work is much 
more interesting to me when it is actually 
based on a theoretical issue and is then 
translated into shapes, materials, silhouettes 
and details. I enjoy the design process itself 
– from the idea and concept, to sketches, 
mock-ups and to the final outfits. It is always 
a fascinating journey.

My Grandma used to work as a master tailor 
and when I was a little kid she taught me 
how to draw fashion illustrations. My love 
for drawing and sketching has grown ever 
since. My decision to study fashion didn‘t re-

ally come as a surprise to anyone, as I was 
always interested in art, photography and 
design. I think the great thing about design 
is, that it‘s not just pretty, but also functional. 
I love design ideas that are not only aesthe-
tically pleasing, but also clever and actually 
work.

Now, at the age of 21, I have finished my 
bachelor‘s degree. I am looking forward to 
doing a master‘s as well. In any case I am 
curious what the future will bring.

Germany, 25.02.2021

I believe fashion design does not only require creativity and crafts-
manship, but also the desire to explore subjects deeply and look at 
them from every angle possible.

Sara Peters
- about me

Sara Peters
Adlerstraße 21
45307 Essen
Germany

phone: +49 17661845400
e-mail: sara.peters.13@web.de

Linkedin: Sara Peters
Instagram: @sara_pe_drawings

education
2021: fashion bachelor degree
2018: exchange semester (Erasmus) at       
          Kingston University, London 
2017  fashion studies at AMD Akademie                
          Mode & Design Düsseldorf until 2021
2017: German A-levels (final grade: 1.5)
2014: study-abroad for three months in New       
          Zealand

work 
experience
2020: internship at Paula Knorr, Cologne,  
          for six months, London        
          Fashion Week 2020
2019: internship at Kate Sheridan, London,  
          for two months 
2017: internship at Jennifer Rothwell, Dublin,  
          for three months

exhibitions/
awards
2021: top 3 graduates from fashion class   
          AMD Düsseldorf
2019: showing my OEKO Tex dress (2. 
          semester) at Berlin Fashion Week
2018: 2. place for OEKO Tex design award  
    

volunteering
2019: dresser and steamer for C&A fashion   
          show
2018: dresser and steamer for C&A fashion   
          show
2018: dresser for „EXIT“ AMD graduates  
          show

skillsskills
• very strong design concepts and trend 

research
• very good sewing and production tech-

niques
• pattern making
• textile technology
• great interest in fashion theory and his-

tory of fashion and art
• advanced adobe skills: Photoshop, In-

Design, Illustrator, Premiere Pro
• strong skills at drawing flats (manual 

and with Illustrator)
• love for illustrations

hobbies
• travelling and exploring cities
• visiting art, fashion and photography 

exhibitions
• drawing and painting
• photography 
• jiu jitsu (I am a co-trainer for kids since 

2016)

languages
• German: Native speaker
• English: Level C1

workshops
2018: draping workship with Yamamotsu 
          Kondo (at AMD)
2018: „Less is more“: A workshop on crea  
          ting a multi-functional piece with
          minimal waste of fabrics (at AMD)
2019: „Auf der Serviette erklärt“ („explained 
          on the beer lid“): A workshop on
          how to create simple symbols to boost  
          problem solving  (at AMD)
2017: fashion illustration workshop (at Volks- 
          hochschule Essen)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sara-peters-95b54b1a7
https://www.instagram.com/sara_pe_drawings/
https://www.amdnet.de/standort/amd-akademie-mode-design-duesseldorf/
https://www.amdnet.de/standort/amd-akademie-mode-design-duesseldorf/
http://www.paulaknorr.uk/
https://katesheridan.com/
https://jenniferrothwell.com/designer-print-face-mask
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and disciplined character of the Budō-philosophy 
into a dystopian future. As a result my collection 
shows a contrast between sharp lines and symme-
tric silhouettes and destroyed fabrics, rusty prints 
and weathered looks. My design aim was to create 
order in chaos.

In a world where resources are in short supply, 
everything that is left receives a very high value. 
Even garbage can turn into a „treasured item“. 
This is why my fabrics are mostly left over pie-
ces or materials you usually would not use for 
clothing, such as old plastic sheets and worn out 
potato bags. To exaggerate the weathered looks 
of the fabrics I used various textile manipulations 
such as rust dyeing and burning. I also put a plas-
ter cast onto some of my fabrics to create extra 
stiffness. I experienced creating my collection as 
an intense examination of fabrics and learning to 
value the things I found during the process. 

According to climate scientists the world in 2050 
could be a whole different place due to climate 
change. We have been overusing the earth‘s na-
tural resources since the 1970s. Climate change 
is the result of our constant-resource-overshoot. 
An increase of global warming correlates with an 
increase of natural hazards such as floodings and 
hurricanes. 

I tried to imagine a future that could possible hap-
pen, where climate change and resource shortage 
have defined our everyday life. This led me to the 
question: How can we possibly live a harmonious 
life together in a increasingly dystopian world? 
I found my answer in an ancient ethic writing: The 
Budō-philosophy. It dates back to the Samurai-ti-
me and defines the warriors‘ „correct behaviour“ in 
both fight and daily routine. The Budō-philosophy 
and its seven virtues (honor, courage, respect, be-
nevolence, rectitude and sincerity) are rather seen 
as a righteous lifestyle than strict laws. 
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Stustainability is a topic that moves me deeply. 
When I was fourteen I visited a fashion exhibi-
tion called „The Shadow Sides of Fashion“ and 
it showed all apects in wich the fashion branch 
pollutes our environment. This exhibiton stuck 
in my head and I am happy to see a strong 
positive development in sustainable fashion 
nowadays.

My 4th semester‘s project was about a sym-
biosis of nature and science. I was inspired by 
the concept of vertical farming and the idea 
that science doesn‘t always destroy nature, but 
rather act as a solution for the destruction of 
nature. My final designs show a combination of 
natural elements from plants and a futuristic, 
clean science-look. The fabrics I used were 
OEKO tex certified and mostly natural fibres.
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for an exchange semester in Lon-
don at the Kingston Univertiy. What 
really improved during my time in 
London was my sense of style and 
fashion moods. The students were 
very strong at creating mood boards 
and aesthetics and I learned a lot by 
comparing my „German design“ to 
theirs.

Also my flats drawing skills imroved 
massively, as their class in technical 
drawings was more advanced.



After my exchange semester I 
interned at Kate Sheridan. The label 
stands for UK manufactured wo-
menswear and accessoires with a 
minimal and crafted aesthetics.

My work at Kate Sheridan included: 
Producing leather bags, high quality 
packaging of goods, retouching and 
uploading pictures for the website 
and online shop and helping with 
the AW19 photoshoot. The interns-
hip was a great experience and I 
enjoyed working with Kate and the 
team a lot.
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Kate Sheridan official website:
https://katesheridan.com/

https://katesheridan.com/
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I was happy to win the second place of the 
OEKO Tex Design Award with my project „Le 
traceur“.

The project was inspired my the extreme sport 
„parcour running“, where people try to reach a 
certain destination through running and jum-
ping over obstacles – mostly staircases,  roof 
tops  or  any  form  of architectual barriers. 
Inventor of Free Running, David Belle once 
said: „Parcour is not just linear. There are mo-
ments that are intense and some that are les-
ser. So you have to move from one to another“. 
This had become the major inspiration for my 
design: I wanted it to be dynamic, but harmoni-
us and sporty, but composed.
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s A cyborg is a combination of artificial 
and organic body parts. The idea of 
combining both mechanical and orga-
nic shapes in one piece had become 
concept of my first semester work, a 
sculptural skirt. 
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In 2020 I was working for German Couture 
Designer Paula Knorr. We produced every 
single piece for London Fashion Week 2020 
at the studio. During my internship my skills 
in sewing and production grew rapiditly. 
It was a great experience to be part of 
London Fashion Week and I loved being 
backstage: Hand-sewing last pieces, fitting 
models into their dresses and helping whe-
rever I could.

Paula Knorr official website:
http://www.paulaknorr.uk/

http://www.paulaknorr.uk/
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